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Filled with humour, bravery, tenderness and love, with juicy slices of eroticism enveloping this

real life fairytale, The Poet & The Butterfly is a whimsical story like no other, ready to transport

you into a mystical, magical, poetical realm.In this soulful piece, you will find the authentic and

vulnerable online dialogue between a wild French poet and a beautiful Canadian writer as they

embark on an exquisite literary dance for two, long before social media, cell phones and instant

messaging took over.The 10 Year Anniversary Edition of The Poet & The Butterfly begs to be

consumed in one delicious gulp. If you're ready to be transformed, click the link to explore what

Echo Weekly Magazine has described as "A modern classic. Poignant and poetic, eloquent

and erotic." and what Rogers Television deems "A very brave book."



The Poet & The ButterflyAn Intimate Dialogue Crafted by Mandy Richardson’s soulCo-

written with Keveen GabetInspired by LOVE The Poet & The Butterfly: An Intimate

Dialogue10 Year Anniversary Edition Copyright 2017 by Mandy Richardson All rights reserved.

No part of this book may be reproducedin whole or in part, or stored in a retrieval system, or

transmittedin any form, by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying,scanning,

recording, or otherwise without permission fromyours truly, the writer. Edited by Melanie

McKayCover art and design by Eshwin DhirBack cover design by Paige RichardsonCover

restoration by Yain Cameron Russell You were the first to hear my songAnd sing it back to

meThe Sweetest Muse I’d been searching for herWhose words that you soughtAnd found her

hiding, scaredThen you came alongWith a kiss and a poemNow love spreads everywhere Your

Butterfly So take your pen and writeTalk about us, you and meLet them know what

happenedAnd how it evolvedAnd how it will eventually be materializedWhen we’ll both be in

this roomScented with incense and candlesYou and meOur tongues and our bodiesUnified in

privateWhere time will have no realityFor both of us Your
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PrologueFrom: Mandy RichardsonTo: Keveen GabetDate: Tue, Jun 26, 2007, 4:23am Keveen

Gabet changed my life. I felt that I had been preparing myself for him, this master of words, this

being that was life and love personified. I did not see him as a mere mortal. How could I? He

was the one I dreamt into being. The one I wrote of with precise detail. The first and only one I

regarded as my equal. Keveen was the love of my life. He still is. I fell in love with him through

his words, or rather, the being that poured through them. I have read his email at least 15 times

today, absorbing the lines, the love, the words he chose in honour of me. I suppose he has

shown up, in a way. Not fully, but beautifully. Not on time, but nonetheless. He is brave for

sending me so much, yet a coward for coming through the back door. He has yet to face

me. But still, I am still. He is bound to look at me eventually. I am not easily set aside or

forgotten.I frustrate and force without meaning to. I speak things better left unsaid and then

pray for forgiveness. I risk absolutely everything and find it a miracle that I still receive his

words of love. What makes him so special to me? What has set him apart in every way? And

why am I still thinking of him, feeling him, and touching myself to him, after all this time? It was

not his charm that got me into bed. For I have been charmed a million times and still I left for

home with only myself to sleep with, each and every time. Nor was it his looks, though he is

quite beautiful and heavenly to see naked. For a person only becomes truly beautiful to me

when I discover the kind of person they really are. It wasn’t his poetic flair. For I have heard and

read many beautiful lines, spoken and written directly to me, and although I loved them all, I did

not sleep with the men whose words honoured me. His seductive moves didn’t do it, even

though my body had never moved so easily and beautifully with a partner. For I have danced all

my life and there are still many partners to be had. Nor was it his French accent, although I

hear it is a highly romantic language. For up until he came along, I had not even liked it. And

maybe I still don’t, but I do love him and I would learn this foreign language so that I could love

him more. It was not his obvious brilliance, even though intelligence is the most erotic thing in



my world. For all my loves have had great minds, and all have captured my heart in this way. It

was not even his attention on me, though I loved it immensely. For I knew it did not mean that I

was special to him. I knew that my time would pass and he’d be falling in lust with another by

sunrise. And it most definitely was not his restlessness. For it only made me pity him; this man

intent on chasing things that don’t mean a thing while leaving the gems behind. Running from

place to place when all he truly craved could be found right at his feet. So then you might

wonder what it was exactly, that made me bed a perfect stranger (and after only four days of

correspondence, no doubt), when no other man had been given such a gift, and no other man

ever will. Well, on that first Friday night, that very special night that was the beginning of my

new life, Keveen Gabet became the luckiest man in the world because he gave me the one

thing that no other man could ever give; the only thing I had ever truly wanted. He gave me my

freedom and I fell in love. He gave me space and unspoken permission to be myself. He

allowed me to love as I had always wanted to love and he received the love I had always

wanted to give. And the most extraordinary thing was that he did not demand it be all for

himself. I could spread my love around however, and to whomever, I wanted. Having finally

received what I had hungered for all my life, my gift in return was the fullness of my own being.

And, in having been completely satisfied through our connection, I naturally gave from this

overflow. How could I help but to offer him the same freedom he offered me, while giving him

all that I am? He absolutely deserved this, in my mind at least, for the sweet, sweet gift he

gave. This was not my plan, however, for I had boasted of needing no man. Yet here I was, truly

loving, giving and sharing. Risking, exposing and even fumbling to find a way to love to a man I

barely knew, but felt I knew better than any other: the man I met while dreaming. I craved more

than anything to be special to him, somehow, even though it seemed impossible. For after our

delicious day of sunny sex, which was nothing short of the best time of my life, his sights were

set on another, and another, and another, which, given the nature of this wild man, I had grown

to expect and accept with a smile. He belongs in a jungle, for that is where I always find him.

He cannot be caught nor tamed, nor made to stay in love. He must be embraced fully and

released even more fully, for he is filled with a life force that must not be contained, lest the

world would shrink from deprivation. He is the owl who observes all things. The bird with its

unparalleled freedom. The fish that slips through your hands when you are famished, desiring

the nourishment only he can bring. He is the snake that wraps you in his coil of love while

penetrating you deeply without shame or artifice. He is the lion with his fiery mane, the gazelle

with her speed and elegance, the monkey jumping all around, until I catch his eye. Keveen

Gabet is my poet. He is awake and very perceptive. He sees things clearly, at least most things.

He still thinks his constant movement is something to be admired though. But I am not

impressed by a pilgrim. I am impressed by a king. A king who knows how to treat his queen. Of

course I wait for no man. But I do sit comfortably and watch as he grows into himself. I watch

and listen with care and without judgment because I love him for who he really is and I grow to

love him more each day. I make room for all of his expressions, addictions, faults and deceits,

because this is the essence of love. I see how he hides, this man that boasts of loving while

seeming somehow incapable of truly getting close to another. He shares his body freely but is

bound by his desires. True freedom exists within. And true love requires true intimacy, a gift that

cannot be had through random exploits, no matter how enjoyable. The sex might have felt

great, but does she know your heart? Do you care to know hers? Beyond the romancing stage,

beyond lust, beyond your own beautiful words. I care, Keveen. I care very deeply. Even when

you are not being a poet. Even when you’re no longer chasing me. Even when I know I’m not

the only one. But alas, I need a man who can face me. A man who can speak to me directly



and acknowledge the gifts I give, each and every time. Just like you did while on your quest to

seduce this Cambridge beauty. He must be strong and courageous if he is to be with a woman

as strong and courageous as I am. A man who is unafraid to be real. A man who is willing to

expose his true self so that I might love him more. And a man who honours all women, but me

especially, because I deserve as much. I am a woman not easily had, but easily satisfied. I only

require true love. I only require truth. I only require you unveiled. No longer willing to give all of

me without receiving all of him, I am now a woman who is certain of her worth. Keveen, I have

given you all of me and now it is up to you. You may leave a space as long as you need, be it a

day, a week, a year or more, and I will allow that space to be. Or, you may meet me here, in the

place where I reside, and we will begin another chapter: a new story of love. Regardless of

your choice, you will be loved. And, depending on your choice, I will love myself as I need

to. Take care, my love. And know that it is your sweet, sweet love that has made me so bold, so

willing to say what is real, so willing to risk it all for the love I know I deserve. For I am a Queen

who will soon meet her King. Your Butterfly Onto something elseAnd someone newSpreading

his love aroundHe was my museAnother is hisThe soul cannot be boundFrom: Keveen

GabetTo: Mandy RichardsonDate: Tue, Jun 26, 2007, 7:28am I am not done yet, but here I am

crying. Off to surf...will print it out and read it abundantly. Love is a burning thing… From:

Keveen GabetTo: Mandy RichardsonDate: Tue, Jun 26, 2007, 11:42am Beloved Mandy, I could

not wait to read your praise. I sincerely love it and want it published. People ought to read what

your heart needed to express. It is beautifully and wisely written, expressed, poured... I am truly

touched. You see truths in me. You could have been my mother, but you were/are my lover, my

Cambridge beauty as you name it. I have never been praised in such an eloquent, sincere and

loving manner. Those words pierced my heart, exploded the skin of my African drums! Nothing

could beat it. I will be your King one day...

SynopsisMagic Car Ride Having found one another through an online carpool site (Rideshare

on Kijiji), three strangers are brought together by their desire to travel cheaply, creatively and

with great company. They effortlessly arrange a last minute ride from Waterloo to Ottawa,

Ontario, scheduled for the following day (Friday, March 9th, 2007), unaware that they are about

to embark on the adventure of a lifetime. That next sunny afternoon, they greet one another

with a smile and a handshake, load their things into the trunk, and with a sense of magic in the

air, the three of them excitedly hop into the car and begin their journey. As they enjoy the

sounds of Yann Tiersen, the taste of Smartfood and the exquisite pleasure of lively, engaging

conversation, Melissa, Mandy and Keveen become fast friends and cannot wait to reconnect

upon their return to Waterloo after the long weekend. By Tuesday, March 13th, the emails

begin. Within hours, two of the passengers find in one another, a rare and grand opportunity to

raise the vibration of love to its highest level, moment by moment, word by word.

Three Strangers ReunitedFrom: Melissa LatourTo: Mandy Richardson, Keveen GabetDate:

Tue, Mar 13, 2007, 12:11pm Hi, Mandy and Keveen! So this is me reconnecting through email

and hoping to see the two of you soon! What are your calendars like? Can we plan a Friday or

Saturday out? How about the weekend of March 30th? Keveen, how was your weekend in

Montreal? You missed a fun ride home on Sunday. I’ve attached the “Dove” film that I was

telling you about. Let me know what you think! Smiles, Melissa The day we metI longed to

touchAs you massaged your headThe ride was longThe sun had setI wished to be your

bedFrom: Keveen GabetTo: Mandy Richardson, Melissa LatourDate: Tue, Mar 13, 12:32pm My

dear and beautiful co-riders, co-philosophers, co-life lovers and co-love spreaders, It was a true



delight to have met you on this lovely ride up north. I had a fantastic time in Montreal where I

assisted to many jazz performances and art exhibits, as well as theatrical improvs. My trip back

wasn’t as exciting (no longer surrounded by the beautiful females that you are) as the one with

you. I took the Greyhound bus at midnight on Monday and took another bus to Waterloo at

6:30 this morning, arriving just in time to teach my first class with dark circles and terrible

breath. Wishing to spend more time with you. I’m done with work on April 3rd and shall try to

rent a car to explore the Maritimes… Much love, The Crazy Frenchman You are a funny lover,

dearQuite pale and in disguiseA monkey jumping all aroundUntil I catch your eyeFrom: Mandy

RichardsonTo: Melissa Latour, Keveen GabetDate: Tue, Mar 13, 2007, 12:48pm Hello, Melissa!

Bonjour Keveen! I am so glad we’ve already connected and it’s only Tuesday! It was a ride that

was definitely meant to be and the most fun I’ve ever had in a car...well, the most fun I’ve had

with my daughter in a car ;) Melissa, you are a true gift and the sweetest, safest being. I really

love that we had the chance to connect, just the two of us, on the ride home. Keveen, I have

told everyone about the crazy Frenchman who is half chimp, belts out musicals (hand gestures

and all), believes he’s black (being that he was raised in Africa), and is willing to pay $100 to

watch a woman pee in a cup! Paige thought you were absolutely nutty and she loved it. So

thanks for making the trip an adventure :) I am 100% up for hooking up with the both of you

before Keveen leaves. I have a very flexible schedule. The 30th works for me but that seems

sooo far away :( Let’s do something sooner if we can! After spending the weekend sleeping,

eating and walking, I’m past due for some crazy fun! With love, MandyFrom: Melissa LatourTo:

Mandy Richardson, Keveen GabetDate: Tue, Mar 13, 2007, 1:04pm I’m also free this coming

Friday the 16th. How about supper at my place and then dancing at Starlight in Uptown

Waterloo? Other suggestions? ;) Melissa Fridays are more specialAs well as WaterlooFrom:

Keveen Gabet

Yuping Cao, “Inspiration of liberation. I met Mandy only towards the end of 2017. I was

impressed to know that she is a writer. However, I was amazed by this very book of hers, which

is filled with beautiful spirits, love adventure, burning desire. It was so sensual and so spiritual

at the same time, just as how I feel as a woman towards romance. Reading her lines, I found

the trace of my own words, I discovered the waves of my own mind, I felt like that I had found a

friend who knows me from deep inside. I found inspiration, confidence, courage from this

beautiful woman, both mind and body. Female sexuality, a sensitive subject we have been

taught not to talk about; women, we have been told enjoying sex and love is sin; females, we

have been educated to be passive, to be calm and sweet, instead of being courageous and

adventurous. Now with many, more and more brave women and awesome people, with Mandy

as one of them, I see we are marching towards a true libration of human.Thank you! Mandy

Richarson!”

Nicole, “"I’m completely amazed!! The book was great. "I’m completely amazed!! The book was

great, I couldn’t put it down. I read the whole thing in one sitting. Sitting in the sun just made it

that much more beautiful. It was very touching, you and Keveen seem to really understand

each other. It was great how you could experience amazing love, and let it go free again.

Without any control issues that many people have. This shows what great people you two are.
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You two are both divine souls! Especially you, Mandy. Sharing your feelings like that takes a lot

of courage. I’m very grateful for you sharing this with me.Must read !xo”

Lynda McGill, “I enjoyed every minute of it. I devoured the book in 1 night. I enjoyed every

minute of it. I felt like I was part of Mandy and Keveen's journey. The book left me breathless

and wanting more, just like a good lover would. Both Mandy and Keveen have such a way with

words. They create such a beautiful picture in your mind. This book definitely leaves you

wanting more.”

Stepanka, “I highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to experience romance .... I

had planned to only read a few pages of this book before bed but I got so enthralled in all the

juicy correspondence back and forth that I just couldn’t put it down. The book captivates a

uniquely intimate and sensual connection between two lovers using the written language. I

highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to experience romance on another level.”

VJ, “An honest and poignant journey of the heart.. I loved this book when Ms. Richardson

(Mandy) first released it 10 years ago and devoured it in one sitting. The 10th anniversary

addition, with its added dialogues and erotic correspondence between Mandy and Keveen, is

even richer. You will love their candidness, risk-taking and willingness to partake in love and

life so openly when it comes their way — it is the only way to live, really, n’est pas?!?!?! I hope

that others learn to love as freely, openly and without reservation as these two souls have. The

Poet & The Butterfly will transform you and set you free to explore your own passions -- if you

let it!”

S. Hatlestad, “Buy it for someone you love. I loved how open and honest this book was.

Obviously these two were/are both full of passion. It’s not every day that a person opens

themselves up to the rest of the world like this. Kudos to you both for your bravery! I would

highly recommend this book for yourself or as a gift for someone you love.”

Maryanne Paul, “This is a brave and beautiful book. This is the captivating storytelling that

should .... This is a brave and beautiful book. This is the captivating storytelling that should be

selling millions of copies and being made into movies.”

Shawnda Lee Chambers, “... your book…little slice of heaven that it was…It was beautiful and

intimate. “About your book…little slice of heaven that it was…It was beautiful and intimate, and

honestly restored my view of love in general. Somehow you managed to capture all of your

energy and deliciousness in a tiny perfect little book. I just look at it and it makes me smile. I

am thrilled for you, my love.””

TR, “Gripping, unique and real!. A short but powerfully touching modern day love story that is

an intense, magnified version of what is universal to humans. I appreciated the depth

expressed through the captivating correspondence between the two lovers and resonated with

the underlying love affair with self, which made the insights into the raw truth of a situation truly

meaningful for me.”

The book by Drew VanDyche has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 13 people have provided feedback.
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